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CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING SEVEN 
SETTLE SCHEMES…
FRIDAY SETTLE - £35 / wk
Operate across all regions between Midday Friday and Midday Saturday.

SATURDAY SETTLE - £35 / wk
Operate across all regions between Midday Saturday and Midday Sunday.

WEEKEND SETTLE - £70 / wk
Operate across all regions between Midday Friday and Midday Sunday.

STANDARD SETTLE - £125 / wk
Operate across all regions at all times.

SINGLE REGION - £25 / wk 
Select from the below ORANGE (REGION A), YELLOW (REGION B) or GREEN 
(REGION C) and get all of the BLUE (FREE REGION) included free of charge. 

DOUBLE REGION - £50 / wk 
For a larger area that’s still very cheap you can double up with any two region 
combo (A&B, B&C or A&C). BLUE REGION is also included free of charge with any 
two region combo.

TRIPLE REGION - £75 / wk
This gives an even bigger area (ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN and BLUE) but you still 
won’t be able to access Delta’s most valuable territories or any Airport collections.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
The above weekly rates apply to drivers who agree to accept cash, account & card 
paying passengers, pay their settle on time by BACS & use their own Android device
to accept bookings. Extra fees apply to drivers who pay late, opt out of card or 
account work & who accept bookings through devices belonging to Delta.



REGION A
Childwall, Woolton, Mossley Hill, Aigburth, Garston, Allerton, Grassendale,
Greenbank, Wavertree, Hunts Cross, Belle Vale, Netherley & Halewood

REGION B
Huyton, Prescot, Dovecot, Whiston, Rainhill, St Helens, Kirkby & Knowsley
Village

REGION C
Kensington, Edge Hill, Toxteth, Dingle, Tech Park & Upper Smithdown

FREE with any of the above.
Liverpool City Centre, Wirral, Chester, Ellesmere Port,Southport, Formby,
Ormskirk, Ainsdale, Hightown, Aughton, Widnes, Runcorn, Warrington, 
Wigan, Skelmersdale, Halsall & Burscough



NEW HIGHER RATE FARE STRUCTURE 
INTRODUCED 24TH MARCH 2022

Self-employed drivers can of course work whenever they like so to 
encourage more coverage when drivers are most needed our Friday 
and Saturday night PREMIUM RATE fares now begin at £3.60 for the 
first mile then £2.20 / mile thereafter.

A new PEAK RATE of £3.40 first mile then £2.00 / mile thereafter 
operates during peak demand weekday mornings, afternoons and late
nights as well as all day Friday, Saturday, Sunday & Bank Holiday 
Mondays. 

For drivers who prefer sociable hours to higher earnings our OFF-PEAK 
RATE of £3.10 first mile then £1.90 / mile thereafter can keep you 
ticking over on weekdays.

An additional £1 surcharge applies to all Liverpool Town Centre pickups 
to compensate drivers for road works, traffic congestion and one way 
systems. Waiting time has also been increased to 30p / minute. 

BOOKING PREVIEW FEATURE
Delta recently introduced a new popular feature where drivers are given 
a 20 second preview of each booking with the option to accept or reject 
any journey they’re offered.

AUTO-BOGEY
Instead of queuing to speak to query operators Delta has fully automated
the process for drivers to report bogies (no customer found at pick up).



CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING 
THREE DISPATCHER OPTIONS…
YOUR OWN ANDROID DEVICE.
Use the latest version of Delta’s Driver App to receive work through your 
own Android mobile or tablet.

DELTA’S ANDROID PHONE
With an up front £100 deposit you can use a Samsung Galaxy XCover 
4 mobile that belongs to Delta and get your deposit back following its 
safe return. Company phones are fully locked down to just the Driver 
App so cannot be used for any other purpose.

DELTA’S ANDROID TABLET
For a much larger 8 inch screen, with an up front £100 deposit you can 
use a Samsung Galaxy Active 2 that belongs to Delta and get your 
deposit back following its safe return. Company Tablets are also fully 
locked down to just the Driver App so cannot be used for any other 
purpose.



CHOOSE THE TYPE OF PAYMENTS 
YOU PREFER FROM PASSENGERS…

ACCOUNT WORK

Businesses and Local Authorities spend millions of pounds each year with
private hire drivers booked through Delta on account. Payment is credited
to each driver’s settle within a guaranteed seven days. Drivers who prefer
NOT to accept account bookings remain exempt for an additional £5 / wk.

CARD WORK

With Contactless Card Readers now costing as little as £19 and 
processing fees of only 1.69% (less than 17p for every ten pounds 
processed) the vast majority of drivers operating through Delta now carry
their own readers. Contactless bookings now account for HALF the work 
arranged through Delta so you’d be well advised to accept cards. Drivers
who prefer NOT to accept card bookings remain exempt for an additional
£10 / wk.

CASH WORK

For many drivers it still remains the case that CASH IS KING so it’s 
worth noting that around half of the work arranged through Delta is for
passengers paying cash on completion.



ALREADY HAVE A BADGE?…
If you already hold a private hire driver’s licence for Wolverhampton, 
Sefton, Liverpool, Knowsley, St Helens or West Lancashire then 
telephone Admin Support on 0151 932 2801 to arrange your 
immediate enrolment.

DON’T YET HAVE A BADGE?…
Delta can help you obtain a private hire driver licence with their new FAST
TRACK application process. To see if you qualify or to find out more 
information, call us or text now on 07506 501 796.


